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Professional Learning Communities

Become more balanced,
confident, and joyful
NEW
Chart a deeply rewarding journey toward
discovering your soul story—the pursuit
of your moral good, to create good in
others. Refreshing and uplifting, this
resource includes dozens of real stories
from educators, as well as ample space for
journaling and self-reflection.

Benefits
21BCTG-S7A–BKF982
$39.95 USD | $52.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-951075-65-1
Pub date February 22, 2021

PLC at Work; Professional
Learning Communities;
Leadership; Teacher Efficacy

Free reproducibles available

•

Become more confident, joyful,
whole, healthy, and balanced in
your professional life.

•

Explore the four actions of SOUL—
Searching, Overcoming, Unifying,
and Living—that will help you
sustain a fulfilling professional life.

•

Learn the concept of a soul story,
diving into what it is and why it is
so important to your well-being
and emotional health.

•

Understand your own soul story,
and reflect on how you can use it
to create good in others.

•

Learn how to overcome challenges
and obstacles that hinder you from
fulfilling your soul story.

•

Discover how to create a positive,
thriving school culture focused
on meaningful relationships
and collaboration.

Mini-Course available. Visit
SolutionTree.com/SOULMini-Course

Shout this from the
mountaintop: If you touch
the life of a child as a
teacher, paraprofessional,
coach, principal, or counselor,
you must read this book!”
—Thomasenia Lott Adams,
associate dean for research
and faculty development,
College of Education,
University of Florida
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Timothy D. Kanold,
author

Why did you write SOUL!?
Since childhood, I have loved the iconic
phrase “heart and soul.” This idea of
giving life all you’ve got. In my previous
book, HEART!, I took educators on
a journey of self-awareness toward
understanding how an individual’s
heartprint creates interfusion with others
and how one’s professional life impacts
students and colleagues.
Yet, I also recognize that our profession
of preK–16 educators is a profession of
emotional labor. We experience joy and
laughter, stress and strain, grief and anger,
all often within the same day. In SOUL!,
I take educators on a different and
deeper journey toward understanding
how using our soul story can help us
to live a more meaningful professional
life, as we create interfusion with
the good.

What is a soul story, and why is
it important?
Your soul story is the moral imperative
pursuit of becoming good in order to
create good in others. It’s the idea that
it’s not enough just to have an impact—it
has to be an impact for the good. But
we can’t do that if we’re not taking care
of ourselves. A great feature in the book
is the many opportunities for journaling
and reflection. As you fill out the
prompts throughout the book, you
are discovering and writing your own
soul story. We are in an emotional
profession, and we have to determine
how each of us can use our soul story
to help us respond appropriately in
times of difficulty and uncertainty.
The reality is that there are going to be
obstacles that get in the way. So, how
do we overcome those? We use our soul
story to overcome them, to live a more

balanced and healthy life, and to fulfill our
professional promise.

What specific issues will SOUL!
help educators solve?
SOUL!, like HEART!, is steeped in research
and support to help educators manage
the stress and strain of their profession. It
can be used as a book study or a solo path
toward a balanced, meaningful, reflective,
and more joyful life.

What do you like best about
SOUL!?
We are in a moment of time where our
profession, if we are not careful, will leave
us emotionally, physically, and spiritually
bankrupt. To counter this pressure, we
need to practice healthy routines of
wellness and self-care. We also need
to rise up to the desperate needs of
taking care of our students amidst
the challenges of teaching the next
generation. I believe SOUL! will give
readers the courage and the permission to
do both.

FEATURED RESOURCE

ORDER YOUR
COPY TODAY
See opposite page
for details.

Visit SolutionTree.com/ReviewCopy
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Professional Learning Communities

Charting the Course for Leaders

NEW

Lessons From Priority Schools in a PLC at Work®
Edited by Sharon V. Kramer
Contributors: Jack Baldermann, Kimberly Rodriguez Cano,
Joe Cuddemi, Michelle Marrillia, Rebecca Nicolas, Robin Noble,
Gerry Petersen-Incorvaia, Karen Power, Michael Roberts,
Tamie Sanders, and Sarah Schuhl

21BCTG-S7A–BKF979
$36.95 USD | $48.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-951075-59-0
Pub date April 16, 2021

PLC at Work; Instruction;
Professional Learning
Communities; School
Improvement; Leadership

Free reproducibles available

This all-encompassing anthology delivers clear steps that
leaders can take throughout the PLC at Work® process
to turn their priority school around. Over the course of
13 chapters, readers will grow in their role as leaders
and gain a clear vision of how to evolve their school into
a thriving place of learning.
•

Discover how to effectively reframe accountability
so everyone buys into the collective aspect of
student learning.

•

Focus on creating and aligning SMART goals—
schoolwide, at the collaborative team level, and at
the individual teacher level.

•

Get ideas for extending work for proficient
students, which can help boost a school’s grade.

Charting the Course for
Collaborative Teams NEW
Lessons From Priority Schools in a PLC at Work®
Edited by Sharon V. Kramer
Contributors: Joe Cuddemi, Diane Kerr, Tammy Miller,
Gerry Petersen-Incorvaia, Dana Renner, Michael Roberts,
Tamie Sanders, and Sarah Schuhl

21BCTG-S7A–BKF978
$36.95 USD | $48.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-951075-57-6
Pub date April 16, 2021

PLC at Work; Instruction;
Professional Learning
Communities;
School Improvement

Free reproducibles available
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Develop the know-how to work collaboratively within
the PLC at Work® process to overcome barriers and
challenges in your priority school. This anthology gathers
numerous expert contributors who share strategies
and tools used to successfully turn around their
underperforming schools.
•

Understand how to effectively implement the PLC
process to support school-improvement efforts.

•

Receive replicable research-based strategies and
processes for turning around underperforming
schools and districts.

•

Study the experiences of educators who have
worked with priority schools and solved common
challenges and pitfalls within them.

Higher Education Resources

Revisiting Professional Learning
Communities at Work® NEW
Proven Insights for Sustained, Substantive
School Improvement
By Richard DuFour, Rebecca DuFour, Robert Eaker,
Mike Mattos, and Anthony Muhammad

Second Edition Packed with research-affirmed
practices, this revised classic offers a cuttingedge manifesto for PLC at Work®. The authors
draw on action research and keen observation of
current culture to shed new light on assessment,
intervention, school culture, and other topics
essential to PLC success.
•

Discover new ideas and perspectives on
school leadership and school culture.

•

Delve into greater specificity on what issues
Professional Learning Communities at Work®
can positively impact.

•

Learn how to effectively provide extra time
and support for students who struggle
and extensions for those who have already
reached their learning goals.

You Can Learn!

21BCTG-S7A–BKG024
$36.95 USD | $48.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-952812-57-6
Pub date April 15, 2021

PLC at Work; Professional
Learning Communities;
School Improvement

Free reproducibles available

NEW

Building Student Ownership, Motivation, and
Efficacy With the PLC at Work® Process
By Tim Brown and William M. Ferriter

Great learning starts when students believe in
their academic abilities. In You Can Learn!, authors
Tim Brown and William M. Ferriter introduce
intentional and purposeful steps your PLC team can
take to increase the self-efficacy of every learner.
•

Understand why self-efficacy in the classroom
is important for student achievement and
well-being.

21BCTG-S7A–BKG020
$31.95 USD | $42.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-952812-49-1
Pub date June 11, 2021

•

Discover how to implement efficacy-building
practices designed around foundational
PLC elements.

PLC at Work;
Professional Learning
Communities; Instruction;
Student Engagement

•

Study a research-based approach to student
engagement that spans grade levels and
subject areas.

Free reproducibles available

Visit SolutionTree.com/ReviewCopy
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Professional Learning Communities

Virtual PLCs at Work®

NEW

A Guide to Effectively Implementing Online and
Hybrid Teaching and Learning
By Paul C. Farmer and Dennis King
Foreword by Mike Mattos

21BCTG-S7A–BKG028
$31.95 USD | $42.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-952812-65-1
Pub date September 17, 2021

PLC at Work; Professional
Learning Communities;
Leadership; Technology

Free reproducibles available

As the educational landscape continues to evolve,
ensure your PLC evolves right along with it. With this
resource you’ll acquire an abundance of tools and tips
for maintaining your PLC in a virtual environment along
with proven best practices to help your team thrive
beyond the four walls of your school.
•

Receive an overview of the PLC at Work® process
and understand how all educators fit into it.

•

Learn how to implement each step of the
PLC at Work® process virtually.

•

Address the four pillars of a PLC at Work® —
mission, vision, values, and goals—in a
virtual context.

Collective Efficacy in a PLC at Work®

NEW

Lessons, Paradoxes, and Research From a
Turnaround District
By Matt Navo and Jared J. Savage

How did one of California’s lowest-performing districts
become a top turnaround district? It all came down to
building collective team efficacy. Dive into this resource
to find parallels to your own story and apply the lessons
learned at Sanger Unified to the school community
you serve.
21BCTG-S7A–BKF973
$36.95 USD | $48.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-951075-51-4
Pub date June 29, 2021

PLC at Work; Professional
Learning Communities;
School Improvement

Free reproducibles available
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•

Understand how collective team efficacy is crucial
for organizational improvement.

•

Study the research and real-world examples that
support the strategies and concepts introduced in
the book.

•

Learn how to define a team’s purpose
and a school’s vision in a way that builds a
foundation for a strong professional learning
community (PLC).

Higher Education Resources

Energize Your Teams

NEW

Powerful Tools for Coaching Collaborative
Teams in PLCs at Work®
By Thomas W. Many, Michael J. Maffoni, Susan K. Sparks,
and Tesha Ferriby Thomas
With Brian Greeney
Foreword by Joellen Killion

Help your teams get better faster. Written for busy
school leaders, instructional coaches, and teacher
leaders, this ultimate “grab and grow” guide details
how to bridge the gap between learning and doing
at every stage of the PLC journey.
•

Understand every aspect of a professional
learning community and how collaborative
teams and school leadership play a role
in them.

•

Explore the different levels of PLCs on the
PLC continuum.

•

Learn a proven, effective coaching cycle that
will fortify your collaborative team school
improvement efforts.

Collaborative Teams That Work

21BCTG-S7A–BKG009
$39.95 USD | $52.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-952812-27-9
Pub date September 3, 2021

PLC at Work; Professional
Learning Communities;
School Improvement; Teams

Free reproducibles available
Access free white paper. Visit
SolutionTree.com/PLCTeams

NEW

The Definitive Guide to Cycles of Learning
in a PLC
By Colin Sloper and Gavin Grift
Foreword by Anthony Muhammad

Collaborative Teams That Work is the ultimate guide
to excellent collaboration. To support your PLC’s
path forward, authors Colin Sloper and Gavin Grift
outline 12 specific actions that lead to greater, more
effective teamwork. Rely on this resource as you set
up your collaborative teams, and then refer back
to it before, during, and after meetings to maintain
focus on the right work.
•

Understand the positive effects of
collaboration in education.

•

Examine the cycle of learning and how
it optimizes education for both students
and teachers.

•

Implement 12 actions to collaborate
more effectively.

21BCTG-S7A–BKB012
$36.95 USD | $48.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-951075-89-7
Pub date September 3, 2021

Professional Learning
Communities;
School Improvement

Free reproducibles available

Visit SolutionTree.com/ReviewCopy
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Instruction

Doable Differentiation

NEW

Twelve Strategies to Meet the Needs of All Learners
By Jane A.G. Kise

Differentiating for students’ learning preferences can
often seem too complex and complicated for too little
gain. With Doable Differentiation, you will discover a
series of straightforward, high-reward strategies that
educators like you use daily to support, engage, and
challenge students with diverse learning styles.

21BCTG-S7A–BKF952
$36.95 USD | $48.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-947604-84-1
Pub date May 12, 2021

Differentiated
Instruction; Instruction;
Student Engagement

•

Understand the benefits of differentiation and
how to implement differentiated instruction
simply and effectively.

•

Learn students’ preferred cognitive processing
styles to better tailor differentiated lesson plans
for all learners’ needs.

•

Discover 12 categories of researchbased differentiation strategies to
implement immediately.

Free reproducibles available

Neurodevelopmental Differentiation
Optimizing Brain Systems to Maximize Learning
By Andrew Fuller and Lucy Fuller

21BCTG-S7A–BKB015
$36.95 USD | $48.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-951075-95-8
Pub date March 26, 2021

Imagine schools where everyone learns at high
levels. Not just some students. Every student. This
resource aims to help educators bring these schools
to life through the power of neurodevelopmental
differentiation. Backed by scientific and educational
research, the book outlines how to assess and build
students’ inherent strengths in eight major areas
in order to increase engagement, mastery, and
ultimately, success.
•

Study eight brain processing systems and
understand how developing strengths in these
areas increases academic success.

•

Discover how to identify students’ learning
strengths and needs.

•

Learn how to develop individualized learning
plans to fit the needs of all students.

Brain-Compatible
Learning; Instruction;
Differentiated Instruction

Free reproducibles available
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NEW
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Jane A. G. Kise,
author

What are some common
misunderstandings
that educators have
about differentiation?
I think that many educators have
internalized that differentiated instruction
involves a time-consuming cycle of
preassessment, planning, instructing
small groups of students, reassessment,
repeat. They may believe that whole-class
instruction can’t be differentiated and
that singling out who needs more or less
scaffolding may affect student self-esteem.
Or, they believe that they can rely on
gifted or special education services for
differentiation. At the secondary level,
educators may believe that one-size-fits-all
instruction readies students for the “real
world” where they won’t be given choices
or accommodations.

How does Doable Differentiation
simplify differentiated
instruction?
Assuming you’ve identified clear learning
goals, there are just two steps. 1) Use
a simple four-part framework, based in
neuroscience, to identify whose needs
are met by your usual approach to the
content. 2) Choose from the 12 doable
differentiation strategies to adjust for the
students with “opposite” needs. Strategy
applications range from quick in-themoment adjustments to equitable learning
activities to full unit planning tools. Instead
of differentiating every minute, or every
lesson, you’re ensuring that no one group
of students is constantly at a disadvantage
while helping all students become more
agile learners.

For school leaders, how
does this book build on the
whole-child strategies you
outlined in Holistic Leadership,
Thriving Schools?
There’s a deep connection between
leading holistically—ensuring your learning
community addresses interdependencies
such as academic growth and wholechild needs—and balancing the STEAM2
interdependency introduced in Doable
Differentiation. Yes, the book covers
all content areas, but we’re familiar
with STEAM as Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics. The
book’s strategies address academic and
SEL needs via STEAM2 so that students are
also Successful, Thriving, Engaged, Agile,
and Maturing. How can we really create
equitable classrooms without this kind of
holistic approach to instruction?

FEATURED RESOURCE

ORDER YOUR
COPY TODAY
See opposite page
for details.

Visit SolutionTree.com/ReviewCopy 11
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Not Yet . . . And That’s OK

NEW

How Productive Struggle Fosters Student Learning
By Peg Grafwallner

Every learning challenge is an empowering opportunity
to grow. In Not Yet . . . And That’s OK, author
Peg Grafwallner shares how teachers can help
students celebrate the academic experience and all it
has to offer. Learn specific ways to cultivate a not-yet
classroom where productive struggle is encouraged,
obstacles are valued, and students see themselves as
capable learners and risk takers.
21BCTG-S7A–BKG008
$36.95 USD | $48.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-952812-25-5
Pub date July 16, 2021

Instruction;
Student Engagement

•

Learn how to design classrooms and routines
that normalize productive struggle as part of the
learning process.

•

Discover how to write and apply rigorous learning
intentions and scaffolded success criteria that are
student friendly.

•

Study classroom scenarios and authentic, firsthand
look-insides of educators demonstrating the notyet approach.

Free reproducibles available

The Agile Learner

NEW

Where Growth Mindset, Habits of Mind, and
Practice Unite
By James Anderson

21BCTG-S7A–BKB011
$31.95 USD | $42.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-951075-87-3
Pub date January 19, 2021

Empower your students to become confident, capable
learners in a world of constant change. In The Agile
Learner, author James Anderson reveals three key
ingredients for lifelong success: a growth-oriented
mindset, habits of mind, and practice. Dive deep into
each of the elements, receive ample research-backed
guidance, and prepare your students to flourish this year
and beyond.
•

Understand the concept of the agile learner as
it relates to complementary research on growth
mindset, habits of mind, and practice.

•

Explore the many external mindset movers that
may push one’s mindset along the continuum of
fixed versus growth.

•

Recognize the role of teachers’ mindsets in
student learning and instruction.

Instruction;
21st Century Skills

Free reproducibles available
Free study guide available
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Assessment as a Catalyst
for Learning NEW
Creating a Responsive and Fluid Process to
Inspire All Students
By Garnet Hillman and Mandy Stalets

Embrace a fresh mindset where the assessment
process is a gift to students and propels meaningful
learning for all. With this resource as your
guide, you’ll learn how to work individually or
collaboratively to intentionally identify and unwrap
priority standards, develop learning progressions,
design assessments, and plan daily instruction.
•

Understand how to use formal and informal
formative assessment as well as summative
assessment to empower students and increase
learning for all.

•

Analyze ways to plan backward and design
mindful assessment and instruction.

•

Receive practical steps for application for
developing learning progressions, summative
assessments, and formative assessments.

Capturing the Classroom

21BCTG-S7A–BKG007
$31.95 USD | $42.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-952812-23-1
Pub date July 9, 2021

Assessment

Free reproducibles available

NEW

Creating Videos to Reach Students Anytime
By Ellen I. Linnihan

Harness the power of video to cultivate equity,
create stability, and reach students any time. With
Capturing the Classroom, you will learn concrete
and doable ways to record lectures, classroom
discussions, tutorials, review sessions, and more to
support any content area or curriculum.
•

Understand the need for a video lesson
archive, and how it creates a communal
atmosphere for students.

•

Learn what makes a video archive effective.

•

Explore how a video archive can enhance
standard classroom learning and grow
student confidence.

21BCTG-S7A–BKF998
$31.95 USD | $42.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-952812-05-7
Pub date July 23, 2021

Teacher Technology;
Efficacy; Instruction

Free reproducibles available
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Motivating Students Who Don’t Care

NEW

Proven Strategies to Engage All Learners
By Allen N. Mendler

21BCTG-S7A–BKF970
$26.95 USD | $35.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-951075-43-9
Pub date April 15, 2021

Student Engagement;
Youth at Risk; Classroom
Management & Behavior

Free reproducibles available

Second Edition In the second edition of this valuable
resource, Allen Mendler offers both time-tested
and newly developed strategies for how to reignite
enthusiasm in even the most unmotivated students.
Educators gain fresh ideas on how to integrate socialemotional development into daily classroom instruction,
use technology and digital tools to enhance learning,
and reduce the anxiety students feel in our everchanging education environment.
•

Understand why students might be
unmotivated in class and learn how to boost
student engagement.

•

Examine the beliefs and five key processes for
guiding and inspiring unmotivated students.

•

Learn about the importance of emphasizing
effort in the classroom.

Five Paths of Student Engagement

NEW

Blazing the Trail to Learning and Success
By Dennis Shirley and Andy Hargreaves

This is a breakthrough book on student engagement.
Join Dennis Shirley and Andy Hargreaves, two awardwinning authors and leaders in their field, on a
profound educational quest that will take you through
exciting and challenging terrain. Five Paths of Student
Engagement will open your eyes, heart, and mind and
empower you to implement practices that lead directly
to your students’ well-being, learning, and success.
21BCTG-S7A–BKF707
$36.95 USD | $48.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-942496-68-7
Pub date June 11, 2021

Student Engagement;
Instruction;
School Improvement

Free reproducibles available
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•

Learn why active engagement is the new frontier
of student achievement.

•

Understand how engaging students means so
much more than defeating boredom.

•

Consider psychological and sociological
theories that cast new light on engagement
and motivation.

Higher Education Resources

Ready for the Workforce

NEW

Engaging Strategies for Teaching Secondary
Learners Employability Skills
By Christi McBride and Brenda Duncan-Davis

Foster confident, well-rounded, career-ready
students. Written for teachers and administrators,
this targeted guide introduces the Youth
Employability Skills framework for use in a multitude
of courses to ensure students develop essential
attributes needed to become thriving members of
the global workplace.
•

Consider nine essential employability skills and
how to foster each in students.

•

Benefit from a comprehensive framework that
includes activities, instructional strategies,
and resources.

•

Align with the mandates of the Every Student
Succeeds Act to prepare students to succeed
in college and careers.

Thinking Protocols for Learning

21BCTG-S7A–BKF945
$31.95 USD | $42.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-949539-79-0
Pub date March 4, 2021

21st Century Skills;
Instruction;
Student Engagement

Free reproducibles available

NEW

By Janelle Wills

Grow students into creative, ethical, and critical
thinkers who confidently navigate our changing
world. In this comprehensive guide, the author
brings together strategies for teaching thinking
skills, designing group activities, and promoting
a collaborative classroom environment. Begin
using these ideas in your own classroom, and
watch your students flourish as they learn to
question, explore multiple answers, and consider
multiple perspectives.
•

Understand the development and
applications of metacognition.

•

Learn how to teach various thinking
skills, including critical, creative, and
ethical thinking.

•

Facilitate strong group dialogue
among students.

21BCTG-S7A–BKB016
$36.95 USD | $48.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-951075-97-2
Pub date March 22, 2021

21st Century Skills;
Instruction;
Student Engagement

Free reproducibles available
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The Metacognitive Student

NEW

How to Teach Academic, Social, and Emotional
Intelligence in Every Content Area
By Richard K. Cohen, Deanne Kildare Opatosky, James Savage,
Susan Olsen Stevens, and Edward P. Darrah

21BCTG-S7A–BKF954
$39.95 USD | $52.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-951075-03-3
Pub date March 26, 2021

Instruction;
Brain-Compatible Learning;
Social-Emotional Learning

What if there was one strategy you could use to support
students academically, socially, and emotionally? It
exists—and it’s simple, straightforward, and practical.
Dive deep into structured SELf-questioning and learn
how to empower students to develop into strong,
healthy, and confident thinkers.
•

Grasp the severity of the stress and anxiety
teachers and students face in schools and how
metacognitive SELf-questioning can reduce both.

•

Learn to implement effective SELf-questioning into
academic instruction to foster both academic and
social-emotional learning (SEL).

•

Review scenarios that depict use of the SELfquestioning strategy in every content area and
grade level.

•

Gain insight into how advanced SELf-questioning
can achieve transfer of learning in the classroom
to any academic or social context.

Free reproducibles available

Teaching for Lifelong Learning

NEW

How to Prepare Students for a Changing World
By Elliott Seif

Develop students into curious explorers and
independent thinkers. With this resource, you will
explore a lifelong learning approach to education and
discover many practical ways to improve instruction and
assessment that will help prepare your students for a
changing world.

21BCTG-S7A–BKF972
$36.95 USD | $48.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-951075-47-7
Pub date March 26, 2021

21st Century
Skills; Instruction

Free reproducibles available
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•

Understand the importance of developing curious
explorers, independent thinkers, and a growth
mindset in students.

•

Learn steps, approaches, and specific
activities for implementing a four-phase
instructional framework.

•

Learn why diagnostic, formative, and summative
assessments are all important elements of a
lifelong learning education.

Higher Education Resources

How to Teach

Metacognition
in the
Classroom
Teach students to question themselves through a logical, process-oriented,
and structured sequence. The figure below shows two structured SELfquestion sets: one question set for academic and social problem solving
and one for emotional problem solving.

Step

SELf-questions for Academic and
Social Problem Solving

1. Select a Focus

Step
1. Self-Empathy

What is the problem?
What is the question?
What is the task?
2. Gather
Information

SELf-questions for Emotional
Problem Solving

What do I know?
What do I need to know?
What is similar, and what is different?

What am I feeling? How do I feel?

2. Gather
Information
What is causing this feeling?

3. Brainstorm

3. Brainstorm
How can I solve this problem?
What are possible solutions?
What can I do?

What strategies can I use to make
myself feel better?

4. Evaluate

4. Evaluate
What is the best way
to solve this problem?
Does this make sense?

Has this strategy helped
me in the past? How did it help?
How did I feel after?

5. Plan and Act

5. Plan and Act
and so on? Does this work?
Is this working?

Does this work? Is this working?

Did it work? How do I know?
Do I need to go back and try again?

Did it work? How do I know?
Do I need to go back and try again?

Figure 1.1: The two structured SELf-question sets.
Visit go.SolutionTree.com/instruction

Used with permission. From The Metacognitive Student: How to Teach Academic, Social, and
Emotional Intelligence in Every Content Area. Copyright 2021 by Richard K. Cohen, Deanne
Kildare Opatosky, James Savage, Susan Olsen Stevens, and Edward P. Darrah. All rights reserved.
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Instruction

Student Self-Assessment

NEW

Data Notebooks, Portfolios, and Other Tools to
Advance Learning
By Katie White

21BCTG-S7A–BKG038
$31.95 USD | $42.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-952812-85-9
Pub date October 22, 2021

Assessment; Instruction;
Student Engagement

Free reproducibles available

Increase the achievement of every learner with Student
Self-Assessment. In this practical guide, author Katie
White outlines how to plan and implement various
self-assessment strategies to ensure student growth at
all grade levels. She covers every stage of the process—
from setup to goal setting to celebrating. In each
chapter, you’ll find helpful step-by-step guidelines as
well as questions to guide conversation and reflection
throughout the journey.
•

Understand how self-assessment skills benefit
students now and in the future.

•

Learn how to set up a self-assessment process and
document learning.

•

Train students to analyze and reflect on their
own performances.

Shifting to Digital

NEW

A Guide to Engaging, Teaching, and Assessing
Remote Learners
By James A. Bellanca, Gwendolyn Battle Lavert, Kate Bellanca

Rely on Shifting to Digital to give you clear, concise, and
helpful answers to all of your remote teaching questions.
This comprehensive guide provides specific strategies
for planning high-engagement instruction, handling
technology, assessing collaboration and assignments,
and more.
21BCTG-S7A–BKG006
$39.95 USD | $52.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-952812-21-7
Pub date October 1, 2021

Technology;
Student Engagement;
Teacher Efficacy

Free reproducibles available
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•

Learn how to engage and manage multiple
students online at one time.

•

Create effective lesson plans that incorporate
synchronous and asynchronous instruction based
on best-practice cooperative learning and projectbased learning.

•

Gauge students’ executive function and
increase their self-direction—a crucial part of
online learning.

Higher Education Resources

Deconstructing Depth of Knowledge
A Method and Model for Deeper Teaching
and Learning NEW
By Erik M. Francis

Depth of knowledge (DOK) has become a priority
for many schools. But if your understanding of DOK
is a little cloudy, you’re not alone. This resource is
your one-stop-shop for learning what it is, who
it’s for, and how to use and sustain it. Ultimately,
you will discover how to plan and provide learning
experiences that are academically rigorous, socially
and emotionally supportive, and student responsive.
•

Learn how DOK is a different, deeper way of
approaching teaching and learning.

•

Explore the different DOK levels and how they
relate to instruction.

•

Understand DOK’s relationship with standards
and assessment.

21BCTG-S7A–BKF960
$36.95 USD | $48.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-951075-15-6
Pub date October 29, 2021

Instruction

Free reproducibles available

Leading Data-Informed Change
in Schools NEW
By Selena Fisk

Data—done right—has the power to put
schools on the path to true change. Rely on this
research-backed resource to help you kick-start,
implement, and sustain data-informed schoolwide
transformation. There are many ways to use student
data, and the author’s 10 steps offer practical, clear
methods for establishing a data team, collecting
relevant data, identifying trends, and taking
evidence-based action.
•
•

•

Learn what student data is and how it can be
used to help schools.
Understand different methods of data
collection and how to use those methods to
gather relevant data.

21BCTG-S7A–BKB014
$36.95 USD | $48.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-951075-93-4
Pub date April 16, 2021

Leadership; Instruction

Free reproducibles available

Use gathered data and observed trends to
determine what needs changing.
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Diversity & Equity

Be empowered to
confront racism
NEW
Written by a collective of brilliant authors,
this essential work provokes respectful
dialogue about race that catalyzes schoolchanging action. The book masterfully
weaves together an array of scenarios,
discussions, and challenging topics to
help prepare all of us to do better in our
schools and communities.

Benefits
•

Recognize the presence of
systemic racism in schools and
understand why racism is such an
uncomfortable topic for many.

•

Use scenarios and effective
discussion questions to encourage
challenging conversations.

•

Learn how to advocate for
underserved communities and
those who suffer under racism.

•

Resist racial stereotypes and
promote equity in the classroom.

•

Take appropriate action based on
challenging conversations.

•

Ultimately develop classrooms,
schools, and districts into
safe, anti-racist educational
strongholds and promote
positive learning experiences for
marginalized students.

21BCTG-S7A–BKG035
$26.95 USD | $35.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-952812-79-8
Pub date May 7, 2021

Diversity & Equity; Youth at Risk;
Leadership; Family & Community

A must-have book to study
and reference for your
school’s diversity, equity, and
inclusion work.”
—Jorge Valenzuela,
education coach, advocate, and author,
Rev Up Robotics and SEL in Action
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Higher Education Resources

Excerpt from the book Beyond Conversations About Race

INTRODUCTION

How to Get the Most
Out of This Book

L

et’s be blunt: most people are afraid to talk about race. In a study
published in the Journal of Experimental Psycholog y, Boston
University (2020) researchers present data that reveal most adults in the
United States, no matter their race or parental status, have profoundly
inaccurate ideas about when to talk about race with children, with study
participants citing fear of inflicting their own racial stereotypes on children as reason enough to avoid the subject. In education, the extremes of
this apprehension regarding conversations about race range from workshop vendors that alienate teachers and divide faculties on the one hand
to complete silence on the other. There must be a better way to have
this discussion.
Beyond Conversations About Race invites students, teachers, administrators, and community members into respectful dialogue on some of the
most challenging issues facing educators in the 21st century. Although
the references at the end of this book provide empirical support for our
claims about racism, some of the writers of this volume have experienced
racism firsthand, and others have observed it. Our expertise is not in the
academic study of racism but in our lived experiences and, most important, our work with tens of thousands of educators, leaders, students, and
community members. In the chapters ahead, you will find scenarios that
vary by age and grade level. While we understand these discussions can
be challenging, we argue that talk about race and the impact of racism
is much better held in the thorough and caring environment of the classroom than from the chaotic, unfiltered, and sometimes badly informed
sources that students will otherwise encounter.

Excerpt from page 1 of Beyond Conversations About Race: A Guide for Discussions With
Students, Teachers, and Communities by Washington Collado, Sharroky Hollie, Rosa Isiah,
Yvette Jackson, Anthony Muhammad, Douglas Reeves, and Kenneth C. Williams.
Copyright 2021 by Solution Tree Press.
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Diversity & Equity

Achieve equity for
Black & Brown students
NEW
Discover a clear two-step road map
for aligning PBIS with culturally and
linguistically responsive teaching. First,
you’ll dive deep into why there is an
urgent need for this alignment and then
learn how to move forward to better
serve all learners, especially those from
historically underserved populations.

Benefits
21BCTG-S7A–BKG010
$31.95 USD | $48.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-952812-29-3
Pub date September 17, 2021

Diversity & Equity; Classroom
Management & Behavior;
Response to Intervention

•

Learn where PBIS falls short and
why issues around discipline
persist, especially with Black and
Brown students.

•

Gain clarity around culturally
and linguistically responsive
(CLR) teaching strategies in
the classroom.

•

Understand the difference between
authentic and inauthentic CLR
alignment to PBIS.

•

Acquire practical steps,
suggestions, and recommendations
for being culturally and linguistically
responsive in the classroom as well
as across schools and districts.

•

Give students the language,
activities, and procedures to be
situationally appropriate for school
situations affected by PBIS in
the classroom.

Free reproducibles available
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EXPERT

&
QA

Sharroky Hollie,
author

What inspires or drives your work?
Sharroky: My early experiences as an
educator drive my work. I started in a
situation that Jonathon Kozol so aptly
described in his books Death at An Early
Age and Savage Inequalities. I knew
immediately that I had to be/do something
differently. Currently, watching educators
transform their practices to cultural
responsiveness is inspiring as well.
Daniel: I am inspired by the desire to help
educators transform their practices and
systems in order to create and maintain
authentically welcoming and equitable
learning environments for students from
historically underserved cultural groups.
In particular, for too long Black students
have been persistently over-represented in
all forms of exclusionary discipline and the
desire to eliminate this racial discipline gap
is a significant motivating factor.

For those educators unfamiliar
with CLR, how would you define
the term?
Sharroky: Technically, Cultural and Linguistic
Responsiveness (CLR) is going to where the
students are cultural and linguistically for
the purpose of bringing them where they
need to be academically. CLR is achieved
through a process of validating and
affirming, building and bridging cultural
and linguistic behaviors. On the street, CLR
is showing students outrageous love.

Daniel Russell, Jr.,
author

and not deficits. PBIS with a CLR lens
has a particular emphasis that lessens
the probability of students being falsely
labeled as disrespectful or disruptive.

How can district leaders
ensure this work is effectively
implemented in schools?
Daniel: By ensuring educators have the
necessary knowledge about CLR and how
to fully align PBIS with CLR. Furthermore,
leaders must also address motivational
factors that may create barriers to CLRPBIS implementation. Lastly, leaders
need to ensure organizational policies,
procedures, and practices support
the implementation of CLR-PBIS. In
particular, students, parents, and
community members—particularly from
historically underserved groups—must
be authentically included in each school’s
PBIS leadership team and have a role in the
development of PBIS at each school.

FEATURED RESOURCE

ORDER YOUR
COPY TODAY
See opposite page
for details.

How does making PBIS culturally
and linguistically responsive
lead to equity for all students,
particularly for Black and
Brown students?
Sharroky: The main way CLR supports
PBIS is by putting a focus on the students’
cultural and linguistic behaviors as assets

Visit SolutionTree.com/ReviewCopy 23

Leadership

Leading PLCs at Work®
Districtwide NEW
From Boardroom to Classroom
By Robert Eaker, Mike Hagadone, Janel Keating,
and Meagan Rhoades

21BCTG-S7A–BKF942
$31.95 USD | $42.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-949539-71-4
Pub date January 25, 2021

PLC at Work;
Professional Learning
Communities; School
Improvement; Leadership

Ensure your district is doing the right work, the right
way, for the right reasons. With this resource, you
will learn how to align the work of every PLC team
districtwide—from the boardroom to the classroom.
Each chapter focuses on one of four types of teams and
provides practices and tools for working together to
foster a districtwide culture of continuous improvement.
•

Learn the leadership role the district office
plays in supporting successful PLC at Work®
implementation and school-improvement efforts.

•

Observe how collaborative teams at every level
align their work districtwide to ensure high levels
of learning in professional learning communities.

•

Study real-life examples and artifacts of best
practices in action.

Free reproducibles available
Free study guide available

Leading PLCs at Work® Districtwide
Plan Book NEW
By Robert Eaker, Mike Hagadone, Janel Keating,
and Meagan Rhoades

21BCTG-S7A–BKG004
$26.95 USD | $35.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-952812-17-0
Spiral bound
Pub date January 22, 2021

PLC at Work;
Professional Learning
Communities; School
Improvement; Leadership

Free reproducibles available
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Champion continuous improvement with the support
of our Leading PLCs at Work® Districtwide Plan Book.
Divided into weekly and monthly planning pages, the
plan book helps guide leaders in identifying and acting
upon major responsibilities, tasks, and goals throughout
the year. Also included are PLC checklists as well as
multiple tools for self-reflection, project preparation, and
meeting planning.
•

Discover how to work backward when designing
effective plans for your school district.

•

Understand why it is essential to have a visual
districtwide calendar that holds everyone
accountable and provides everyone with the
same information.

•

Receive templates for planning and monitoring
activities and due dates.

Higher Education Resources

Formative Tools for Leaders in a
PLC at Work® NEW
Assessing, Analyzing, and Acting to Support
Collaborative Teams
By Kim Bailey and Chris Jakicic
Foreword by Robert Eaker

Learn, do, and lead with the guidance of Formative
Tools for Leaders in a PLC at Work®. With this
practical resource, you’ll discover how to gather
evidence from staff, use that evidence to gauge
your PLC’s effectiveness, and then make targeted
decisions about next steps for improvement.
•

Discover how to gather formative evidence
from a number of sources to implement
collaborative structures and a schoolwide
change process.

•

Understand how to use the three stages
of assessing, analyzing, and acting as
a formative feedback loop to improve
instructional practices.

•

Gain clarity on what makes a successful
professional learning community and where
to focus your school’s energy and effort
moving forward.

Deep Change Leadership

21BCTG-S7A–BKF990
$39.95 USD | $42.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-951075-85-9
Pub date August 13, 2021

PLC at Work;
Professional Learning
Communities; Leadership

Free reproducibles available

NEW

By Douglas Reeves

As 21st century educators grapple with
unprecedented challenges, schools and districts
require a model of change leadership that responds
to shifting environmental realities. In Deep Change
Leadership, author Douglas Reeves offers up a
pragmatic model that embraces engagement,
inquiry, and focused action.
•

•
•

Explore the principal impediments to effective
change leadership, including fragmentation
and the myth of universal buy-in.
Learn how to gauge readiness for change on
the individual, school, and district level.
Study the characteristics of deep change
leadership, which involves deciding what
does not change, supplementing passion with
purpose, and narrowing your focus.

21BCTG-S7A–BKF935
$31.95 USD | $42.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-952812-07-1
Pub date February 22, 2021

PLC; Leadership

Free reproducibles available
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Leadership

Five Ways of Being

NEW

What Learning Leaders Think, Do, and Say Every Day
By Jane Danvers, Heather De Blasio, and Gavin Grift

Evolve as a school leader and agent of change with
the guidance of Five Ways of Being. In this must-read
guide, the authors challenge and reinvent the mindset
of leadership. Each chapter outlines one of five ways
of being—from forming trusting relationships to being
purposeful in thought and action—that will empower
you to genuinely lead learning in staff, colleagues,
and students.
21BCTG-S7A–BKB013
$31.95 USD | $42.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-951075-91-0
Pub date January 25, 2021

Leadership; Teacher Efficacy

•

Understand the need for a new school leadership
mindset in the world of education.

•

Form strong relationships built on trust.

•

Step out of your comfort zones with courage.

Free reproducibles available
Free study guide available

Transformative Collaboration

NEW

Five Commitments for Leading a Professional
Learning Community
By Tonia Flanagan, Gavin Grift, Kylie Lipscombe, Colin Sloper,
and Janelle Wills

21BCTG-S7A–BKB017
$31.95 USD | $42.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-951075-99-6
Pub date January 19, 2021

Professional Learning
Communities;
School Improvement
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Every school strives to better itself so that it can better
its students. In Transformative Collaboration, the authors
dive deep into one of the strongest strategies for school
improvement—the PLC process. You will explore five
collaboration-based commitments—from gaining clarity
to building trust—that will ultimately help you build and
sustain a PLC that provides the best possible avenues of
learning to students.
•

Commit to collaboration and use the five
commitments to transform your school.

•

Understand what it means to be a PLC.

•

Find the courage to lead the process.

Higher Education Resources

Powerful Guiding Coalitions

NEW

How to Build and Sustain the Leadership Team
in Your PLC
By Bill Hall

Building a PLC is not a journey taken alone. That’s
where the guiding coalition comes in. With clear
guidance, this book examines every aspect of
how to create, develop, and sustain this essential
team that will help champion and lead the
change process.
•

Define a guiding coalition and understand
its importance.

•

Learn basic PLC concepts and principles to
inform guiding coalition processes.

•

Understand the three basic school structures
to ensure a proper PLC foundation.

Meeting Goals

21BCTG-S7A–BKF961
$36.95 USD | $48.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-951075-17-0
Pub date September 24, 2021

Professional Learning
Communities, Leadership

Free reproducibles available

NEW

Protocols for Leading Effective, Purpose-Driven
Discussions in Schools
By Thomas M. Van Soelen

When used effectively, discussion protocols have
the power to help educators cultivate highly
impactful, collaborative spaces. Learn how you can
lead structured, productive discussions in your own
learning community with Meeting Goals. The author
provides scaffolds for frequently used protocols and
examples of protocol application. New and veteran
educators can rely on this resource to help facilitate
constructive meetings and, as a group, catalyze
great work.
•

Improve your group facilitation skills
and expertise.

•

Enhance instructional coaching and feedback
for teachers and teacher groups through
meaningful protocols.

•

Study detailed instructions and scaffolds
for specific protocols to meet clear, desired
outcomes of collaboration.

21BCTG-S7A–BKF986
$39.95 USD | $52.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-951075-73-6
Pub date April 19, 2021

Leadership; Teacher Efficacy

Free reproducibles available
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Leadership

Leading the Launch

NEW

A Ten-Stage Process for Successful
District Initiatives
By Kim Wallace

21BCTG-S7A–BKG030
$36.95 USD | $48.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-952812-69-9
Pub date: September 3, 2021

Leadership;
School Improvement

How do schools and districts make true progress? One
step at a time. Leading the Launch offers a ten-stage
initiative implementation process proven to help you
lead the charge for change with ingenuity, flexibility,
responsiveness, and passion. Ideal for a team book
study, this resource includes strategies, tools, case
studies, and end-of-chapter action plans and checklists
to guide your work.
•

Learn how to research and develop new school
initiatives following an effective, systematic plan.

•

Communicate with stakeholders and school
personnel to ensure everyone is on the same page
with new initiatives.

•

Analyze data to help determine whether to move
forward with a proposed initiative.

Free reproducibles available

Establishing a Lasting Legacy

NEW

Six Steps to Maximize Your Leadership Impact and
Improve Teacher Retention
By Becky Evers-Gerdes and Ryan Siegle

21BCTG-S7A–BKG003
$31.95 USD | $42.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-952812-15-6
Pub date October 8, 2021

Grow as an authentic leader and retain great teachers
with Establishing a Lasting Legacy. Built on foundational
leadership principles, this book offers practical tools
and suggestions that will enhance what you are already
doing and recharge your efforts toward making a longlasting impact on those you serve. Learn how to develop
teacher self-efficacy, address retention problems, build
positive relationships, and more.
•

Understand why there is a teacher retention
problem and ways to provide needed support
to educators.

•

Learn how to grow your own leadership
skills as well as how to build collective
efficacy schoolwide.

•

Discover how to increase transparency, selfefficacy, and trust with staff.

Leadership; Teacher Efficacy

Free reproducibles available
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Leveraging the Impact of Culture
and Climate NEW
Deep, Significant, and Lasting Change in
Classrooms and Schools
By Todd Whitaker and Steve Gruenert

Together, culture and climate can make or break
school improvement efforts. Authors Todd Whitaker
and Steve Gruenert help educators understand how
to leverage culture and climate to drive deep and
lasting change. Learn how to assess current culture,
address climate issues, combat challenges, and work
toward a collaborative school community dedicated
to achieving high levels of learning for all.
•

Understand the commonalities and
differences between school climate and
school culture.

•

Identify the characteristics of specific types
of classroom cultures for self-assessment
and improvement in creating a positive
classroom climate.

•

21BCTG-S7A–BKG040
$? USD | $? CAD
ISBN 978-1-952812-89-7
Pub date October 8, 2021

School Improvement;
Classroom Management &
Behavior; Leadership

Free reproducibles available

Learn how to assess the values and beliefs of
educators at the classroom and school levels.

The Deliberate and
Courageous Principal

NEW

Ten Leadership Actions and Skills to Create
High-Achieving Schools
By Rhonda J. Roos

Fully step into your power as a school principal.
By delving deep into five essential leadership
actions and five essential leadership skills, you will
learn how to grow in your role and accomplish
incredible outcomes for your students and staff.
Author Rhonda J. Roos provides clear direction for
establishing a vision, reframing conflict, leaning into
the positive, and much more.
•

Study the five essential actions and five
essential skills all leaders must adopt to
develop successful, high-achieving schools.

•

Discover how to create a collective vision and
learn next steps to move progress forward.

•

Observe strategies to maintain a positive
outlook as you hone your leadership skills.

21BCTG-S7A–BKG013
$36.95 USD | $48.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-952812-35-4
Pub date October 15, 2021

Leadership; Teams

Free reproducibles available
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Social-Emotional Learning

Embrace a holistic health
and wellness plan
NEW
Wellness is a personal journey. And
like all journeys, there are starts, stops,
and bumps in the road. The question
is, how do we bring our best selves to
our students and colleagues each day?
Designed as a reflective journal and
guidebook, Educator Wellness will take
you on a deep exploration where you will
uncover profound answers that ring true
for you.

21BCTG-S7A–BKG053
$31.95 USD | $42.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-954631-09-0
Pub date September 24, 2021

Educator Wellness; Leadership;
Social-Emotional Learning;
Teacher Efficacy

Benefits
•

Use this resource on your own or as
a book study to guide staff through
a reflective, goal-setting process.

•

Observe the importance of self-care
for teachers and other educators
and how a commitment to daily
self-care and well-being leads to a
more fulfilling, successful life in and
outside of the school setting.

•

Review the four dimensions
of educator self-care and
wellness—(1) physical, (2) mental,
(3) emotional, and (4) social—and
twelve corresponding routines.

•

Explore self-care activities for
teachers and educators to sustain
well-being in the face of workplace
overload and potential burnout.

•

Use the My Wellness Action
journaling spaces designed to
encourage thoughtful reflection
to wellness and self-care plans for
teachers and educators.

Free reproducibles available
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Timothy D. Kanold,
author

What inspired you to join
together and write this book?

Tina H. Boogren,
author

What makes this book unique?

Separately, we have been writing
wellness books and articles for
educators since 2015. We are continually
inspired by the positive response
from thousands of teachers that have
packed our events, read our books, and
corresponded with us. Through these
interactions, we know that educators
want to be able to do the deep work
of teaching and leading without being
emotionally exhausted on most days.
We decided to join forces to create a
new place at Solution Tree, Wellness
Solutions for Educators™, where all
educators can find research-affirmed
books, professional development, and
events that will support their physical,
mental, emotional, and social wellbeing, so that they in turn can fully
support their students and colleagues.

What challenges will this book
help educators overcome?
As we write in the book, some stress in
our professional work life can actually
be good for our overall health and
well-being. However, living a hurried,
unbalanced life with prolonged stress
can cause us to become emotionally
exhausted, wears us down, and prevent
us from maximizing the best of who we
are as educators. This book provides a
way to focus our time and energy as
educators in order to develop healthy
routines for improving our overall wellbeing in four distinct dimensions of
wellness for educators: physical, mental,
emotional, and social.

It is a unique blend of brain research,
successful wellness strategies, reader
reflection prompts, and our personal
journeys. Throughout the book, the My
Wellness Action reflection prompts remind
readers of their own self-efficacy in their
wellness journeys. Educators will also read
about the struggles and successes we
have had with these same dimensions of
wellness and learn specific strategies for
improving their wellness routines one day,
one week, and one month at a time. It is
a fun and challenging personal or group
book study read for sure.

What is one key takeaway from
the book?
We want educators to be empowered,
confident, and find joy in their daily work
life as they identify areas of strength
and act on self-identified areas for
improvement. We hope that educators
(re)discover their why and their worth in
order to bring their very best selves to
work each day—for their students, their
colleagues, and for themselves.

FEATURED RESOURCE

ORDER YOUR
COPY TODAY
See opposite page
for details.
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Social-Emotional Learning

De-Stress the Test

NEW

Brain-Friendly Strategies to Prepare Students for
High-Stakes Assessments
By Martha Kaufeldt

21BCTG-S7A–BKF934
$36.95 USD | $48.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-949539-55-4
Pub date July 23, 2021

Brain-Compatible Learning;
Assessment; SocialEmotional Learning

Free reproducibles available

The test. Students dread this phrase, whether it refers
to chapter tests, finals, standardized achievement
tests, Advanced Placement exams, the ACT and SAT,
or other testing experiences. In De-Stress the Test,
author Martha Kaufeldt details actionable steps you
can take throughout the school year to alleviate student
anxiety and create brain-friendly classrooms full of focus
and learning.
•

Understand the negative effects tests can have on
students, teachers, and parents.

•

Help students develop social-emotional learning
skills and a growth mindset.

•

Use formative assessments to accelerate learning
and build students’ confidence.

Trauma-Sensitive Instruction

NEW

Creating a Safe and Predictable
Classroom Environment
By John F. Eller and Tom Hierck

21BCTG-S7A–BKF847
$31.95 USD | $42.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-949539-95-0
Pub date June 3, 2021

Classroom Management
& Behavior; Instruction;
Violence & Crisis Prevention;
Social-Emotional Learning

Free reproducibles available
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The impact of trauma on learning can be significant
and long-lasting. Learn how you can confidently and
meaningfully support your trauma-impacted students
with this accessible resource. The authors draw from
their personal and professional experiences with trauma,
mental health, and school culture to provide real
insight into what you can do now to help learners build
resilience, cope with adverse situations, and achieve at
high levels.
•

Understand childhood trauma and the impact
traumatic experiences have on learners.

•

Develop a trauma-informed attitude and mindset.

•

Examine classroom structures that support
trauma-sensitive practices while recognizing those
that may contribute to trauma.

Higher Education Resources

Building Great Mental Health
Professional–Teacher Teams NEW
A Systematic Approach to Social-Emotional
Learning for Students and Educators
By Tonya C. Balch, Brandie M. Oliver, Chavez Phelps,
and Bradley V. Balch

Learn how teachers, school counselors,
psychologists, and social workers can harness
their collective power to support students’ socialemotional needs.
•

Discover how cognitive science and
neuroscience can help educators better
understand challenging students and
plan interventions.

•

Understand why teams, rather than just
groups, matter and how they can achieve true
team cohesion through practical advice for
connection building and goal setting.

•

Develop greater sensitivity to the needs of
a diverse array of students, and discover
ways to build trust, respect, and inclusivity
within schools.

Coaching for Educator Wellness

21BCTG-S7A–BKF958
$39.95 USD | $52.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-951075-11-8
Pub date January 19, 2021

Social-Emotional Learning;
Classroom Management
& Behavior;Violence &
Crisis Prevention

Free reproducibles available

NEW

A Guide to Supporting New and
Experienced Teachers
By Tina H. Boogren

Acquire evergreen coaching strategies alongside
fresh new solutions for differentiating support for
new and veteran teachers, addressing teacher selfcare, and more. You’ll turn to this resource again
and again as you continue to improve your craft
and help teachers find their own greatness.
•

Review research surrounding best teacher
coaching practices.

•

Explore strategies for differentiating
coaching practices for teachers at every
stage of their career.

•

Study the four types of support, and
learn how to match support to meet each
teacher’s needs during different phases of
the school year.

21BCTG-S7A–BKF989
$31.95 USD | $42.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-951075-79-8
Pub date June 3, 2021
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Literacy

A Leader’s Guide to Reading
and Writing in a PLC at Work®,
Elementary NEW
By Kathy Tuchman Glass and Karen Power
Editors: Mark Onuscheck and Jeanne Spiller

Confidently lead literacy improvement in your PLC. With
the support of this results-focused guide, you will learn
how to take urgent action to address deficiencies and
help your teachers ensure every student successfully
reads and writes at or beyond grade level.
21BCTG-S7A–BKF903
$39.95 USD | $52.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-947604-95-7
Pub date June 17, 2021

Literacy; Instruction;
Professional Learning
Communities; Leadership;
PLC at Work

•

Understand the importance and goals of literacyfocused instruction in an elementary setting.

•

Gain specific suggestions for four types of leaders:
(1) district, (2) school, (3) coach, and (4) teacher.

•

Help collaborative teams emphasize literacy
knowledge and reading and writing skills in a
curriculum’s essential standards.

Every Teacher Is a Literacy
Teacher series
Edited by Mark Onuscheck and Jeanne Spiller

Written by acclaimed experts and
practitioners, this new and growing series
details how to promote literacy growth
across disciplines and grade bands.
Reading and Writing Strategies for
the Secondary Science Classroom in a
PLC at Work®

Reading and Writing Instruction for PreK
Through First-Grade Classrooms in a
PLC at Work®

By Daniel M. Argentar, Katherine A. N. Gillies,
Maureen M. Rubenstein, and Brian R. Wise

By Erica Martin and Lisa May

21BCTG-S7A–BKF907 $36.95 USD | $48.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-949539-01-1 | Pub date November 8, 2021

21BCTG-S7A–BKF901 $39.95 USD | $52.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-947604-91-9 | Pub date June 18, 2020

Reading and Writing Strategies for
the Secondary English Classroom in a
PLC at Work®

Reading and Writing Instruction for
Second-and Third-Grade Classrooms in a
PLC at Work®

By Daniel M. Argentar, Katherine A. N. Gillies,
Maureen M. Rubenstein, and Brian R. Wise

By Sarah Gord and Kathryn E. Sheridan

21BCTG-S7A–BKF904 $36.95 USD | $48.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-947604-97-1 | Pub date January 30, 2020

21BCTG-S7A–BKF915 $39.95 USD | $52.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-949539-17-2 | Pub date June 29, 2020

Reading and Writing Strategies
for the Secondary Social Studies
Classroom in a PLC at Work®

Reading and Writing Instruction for
Fourth-and Fifth-Grade Classrooms in a
PLC at Work®

By Daniel M. Argentar, Katherine A. N. Gillies,
Maureen M. Rubenstein, and Brian R. Wise

By Kathy Tuchman Glass

21BCTG-S7A–BKF908 $36.95 USD | $48.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-949539-03-5 | Pub date October 21, 2020
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Kathy Tuchman Glass,
author

Why was it important to include a
leader’s guide in this series?
As leaders face the challenge of understanding
and implementing successful improvement
practices, it is critically important that they
can support literacy instruction. This guide
aligns nicely with the teacher’s series, creating
an opportunity for collaborative, professional
learning. Uniquely, it provides options for
reflection and personal development as
leaders embrace their role as change agents.
For leaders developing a clear understanding
of what literacy entails, the guide details key
aspects of reading and writing instruction and
assessment. It also provides myriad suggestions
leaders at all levels can use to be more effective.

What part do school leaders play
in creating a literacy-focused
learning environment?
School leaders play a pivotal role in furthering
literacy and include the principal, as well as
team leaders, department chairs, and literacy
coaches. A concerted effort by all school
leaders helps improve students’ literacy
capabilities; they model this priority through
their decisions, actions, and expectations.
For example, principals allocate resources for
literacy instruction and protect instructional
time. Literacy coaches lead workshops to
train teachers in research-based strategies
and conduct observations to offer valuable
feedback. Lead teachers help ensure all
students’ reading levels are progress monitored
and implement next steps in a timely manner.

Karen Power,
author

writing levels and arrange data talks with
principals intentionally focused on assisting with
the necessary actions they must take at the
school level.

Your book also discusses the
importance of developing equity
in literacy instructional practices.
What are some of the strategies you
outline to help educators ensure
growth for all students?
Connections between education, literacy,
poverty, and societal issues are well
documented. Ensuring all students are provided
with a literacy advantage that positions them
to function fully and effectively in school and
society equates to equity. Our book speaks
to how district, school, and collaborative
teams must:
•

Identify and eliminate biases that might
influence instruction;

•

Avoid excluding students from access to
rigorous learning opportunities;

•

Deepen understanding and response
to students who live in poverty and
demand high expectations;

•

Ensure text resources authentically
reflect the demographics of students as
well as the perspectives and experiences
of other cultural groups.

FEATURED RESOURCE

How can district leaders help
this effort?
Beginning with a keen vision of the
organization’s goals, district leaders establish
clear expectations for all schools. District
leaders ensure that principals understand
the rationale behind deeming literacy a
priority. For example, they share districtwide
and school-site data compared to state and
national figures. Once established, they
support school leaders by providing necessary
resources and professional development. They
also progress monitor students’ reading and

ORDER YOUR
COPY TODAY
See opposite page
for details.
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Literacy

Awaken every learner’s
love for literacy
NEW
Imagine a thriving English classroom. One
that’s active, experiential, collaborative,
and rigorous. Authentic Literacy
Instruction will help you not just imagine
this classroom, but also create it. Use the
book’s doable action plan to reinvigorate
your practices and tap into the passions
and strengths of every student.

21BCTG-S7A–BKF948
$36.95 USD | $48.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-949539-89-9
Pub date September 10, 2021

Benefits
•

Understand what
authentic literacy is and
why it’s important.

•

Transform your classroom
into an authentic
literacy community.

•

Develop your own
expertise as a teacher
reader and teacher writer.

•

Establish classroom
routines that make
authentic literacy part of
daily practice.

•

Teach individual students
and help them identify
as lifelong readers
and writers.

Literacy; Instruction

Free reproducibles available

This book will guide and
support you as you grow
in your expertise as reader,
writer, and communicator,
and as you shift your
instruction to meet the
needs, lived experiences, and
interests of each learner.”
—Authentic Literacy Instruction
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Energize your professional life

A long-awaited companion to Timothy D. Kanold’s wildly
popular HEART!, SOUL! empowers you to take another
giant leap toward fulfilling your professional promise.
“SOUL! is a must-read for school and district staff, but it also
contributes to fields outside of education. It encourages readers
to reach their full potential.”
—Daniel Cohan, chief of secondary schools, Jeffco Public Schools, Colorado

“After thirty-two years of serving public school students,
reading Timothy D. Kanold’s SOUL! triggered a healthy and
much-needed sense of nostalgia.”
—Luis F. Cruz, educational speaker, coach, and best-selling author

“It is quite simply a masterpiece of storytelling.”
—Brian K. Butler, author and educational speaker
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